Changes in gene expression as biochemical adaptations to environmental change: a tribute to Peter Hochachka.
Changes in gene expression are likely to play a critical role in both acclimation and adaptation to a changing environment. There is a rapidly growing body of literature implicating quantitative changes in gene expression during acclimation to environmental change, but less is known about the role of qualitative changes in gene expression, such as switching between alternative isoforms. Alternative isoforms can arise via gene duplication, alternative splicing, or alternative promoter usage. Organisms that have undergone recent genome duplication events may make use of environment-specific isoforms coded by multiple genes, but their role in other organisms is less well known. However, recent data suggest that isoforms arising from alternative splicing may be an under-appreciated source of physiological variation. The role of changes in gene expression during evolutionary adaptation has received comparatively limited attention, but novel approaches to addressing the adaptive significance of changes in gene expression have been applied to a few cases of differences in gene expression among taxa. Recent advances in genomics, including microarray technology, knock-out and knock-down approaches, and the wealth of data coming from large-scale sequencing projects have provided (and will continue to provide at ever increasing rates) new insights into these classic questions in comparative biochemistry.